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2012 Winner

IBM Tivoli Best of Show Award

2013 Finalist

 IBM Beacon Award

Best Solution to Optimize the World’s Infrastructure

“For maintenance work order processing, a custom-developed app 
on the mobile device can often do a better job of addressing an  
individual organization’s requirements than configuring a COTS  
solution.”  

Ralph Rio, Research Director
ARC Advisory Group

Our clients are talking....

  “With Mobile Informer, we were able to get a mobile solution for 
Maximo that was exactly what our business needed and our users 
wanted -- developed and deployed in a matter of weeks.

Facilities Maintenance Company
Texas

  “Interloc Solutions is great to work with!  The Interloc Mailer and 
the Interloc Mobile Informer products combined provide GTC/OPC 
businesses flexible mobile solutions that streamline our Maximo 
Industry Solution Work Management, Inventory  processes, and 
approval processes, delivering near real-time responses from any 
work location”

Catherine Lai, Business Application Consultant
Georgia System Operations Corporation

  “Sempra Utilities chose Interloc’s Mobile Informer ... a native to 
Maximo application requiring no middleware that allows us to be 
more agile and productive and the Interloc team showed the stron-
gest expertise and knowledge in Android and iOS development.”

Lev Berkovich, Project Manager, 
Southern California Gas, Sempra Utilities

The analysts are talking...

“48% of CIOs surveyed believe they will become leaders in their 
industries by fully adopting innovative mobility solutions.“

Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Mobile Application Development Platforms, October 2012

interlocsolutions.com



Mobilizing Maximo makes business sense

The adoption of smart phones and tablets for business is ex-

ploding. Whether it’s an iOS or Android, smart phone or tablet, 

workers are eager to adopt these new devices and businesses are 

excited to harness new technology.   The statistics are stagger-

ing:

•	 424.9 million Tablets will be sold by 2017 (Pew Research Center)

•	 Two-thirds of enterprises plan to have Tablets deployed by year 

end 2013 (IBM Research)

•	 87.7 million Android devices were shipped to businesses in 

2012 (IDC)

For organizations wanting to maximize the value of critical busi-

ness assets by enforcing best practices, the benefits of mobilizing 

their workforce are tangible and add up to increased return on 

investment (ROI). 

Recently Ralph Rio, Research Director at ARC Advisory Group,  

the leading Global Market Research Firm for Automation, Asset 

Management and Supply Chain Solutions, noted that mobility 

can cause transformational change for maintenance organiza-

tions. 

The case for mobilization of your maintenance staff is clear.  The 

question remains, “How do I implement a mobile solution that 

achieve business benefits and user acceptance?”

Successful Maximo mobilization

Mobile Informer is a mobility platform built directly within 

Maximo that delivers lightweight, extensible mobile applications 

on  smart device platforms (such as iOS or Android), requiring no 

middleware software. Built with your business processes, field 

workers, and Maximo administrators in mind, Interloc developed 

Mobile Informer. Mobile Informer applications deliver on the prin-

ciple of doing the simplest thing possible for the greatest benefit.

Supporting the smart devices your workers want (iOS and An-

droid), Mobile Informer provides streamlined applications that 

are readily adopted by your field workers, requiring little to no 

user training. 

Mobile solutions are most successful when user adoption is 

high and mobile applications are tightly aligned to support and 

enhance end user work processes. We approach your mobility 

projects by understanding your mobile users’ work processes. 

Obtaining buy-in from both field workers and management leads 

to mobile applications that directly support and enhance your 

processes.  

Our proven process starts with you:

•	 We start with a core application on a native platform  

•	 You define how you do work

•	 We work with you to mock up screens for your review to ensure 

we have captured your appropriate work flow

•	 Upon approval, we complete development and deploy in your 

Maximo environment

The result is widespread and successful user acceptance of  

mobile applications that do the simplest thing possible — em-

powering your field workers and your Maximo Administrator! 

“Workers were up and running within minutes;   
development staff needed less than 4 days of 
training on Mobile Informer apps; and the  
business benefits were so immediate that we  
doubled our Mobile Informer deployment in less 
than a year!”

Award winning mobility on iOS and Android  — now with  

disconnected GIS capability

Winner of the IBM 2012 Tivoli Best of Show Award and Final-

ist for the IBM 2013 Beacon Award for Best Solution to Optimize 

the World’s Infrastructure, Interloc’s Mobile Informer couples the 

power of Maximo itself with the smart device features.  

It is the only mobile solution that can mobilize any Maximo work 

process configuration or Maximo industry solution in a connected 

or disconnected state. With Mobile Informer applications, you can 

adhere to regulatory compliance, be aware of GPS/GIS locations, 

or quickly perform inventory via barcode/RFID scanners. Any-

thing that you can do in Maximo can now be done on your mobile 

device. Returning that data to Maximo in near real time, a Mo-

bile Informer client application lets you gather data quicker and 

smarter, giving you the ability to making informed choices.

And now activeG’s InformME product married with Mobile In-

former brings GIS data (even disconnected) and Maximo togeth-

er in the field.

Validated IBM Ready for Tivoli, Mobile Informer provides for 

lightweight, extensible client-defined applications that directly 

communicate with Maximo via web services. This provides the 

ability to work disconnected while seamlessly delivering continu-

ous near real-time updates throughout the day as connectivity is 

reestablished.

Mobile Informer manages the heavy-lifting and complexity of 

mobilizing Maximo, allowing for client-defined applications to sup-

port each business process, while leveraging the new technology 

advantages of current smart devices. 

Leveraging the power of Maximo

Native within Maximo, Mobile Informer is deployed from with-

in Maximo on the Maximo server thus accommodating virtual-

ization, clustering and ease of hosting due to the elimination of 

the need for middleware.  Near real-time updates are managed 

seamlessly by the device; cradle synching is a thing of the past 

as Mobile Informer uses native device push technology. 

Administrative functions including device, user, session man-

agement and others are all performed within Maximo itself. 

Built on the Maximo Web Services APIs, Mobile Informer is 

Maximo version agnostic.  

The unique, open architecture of Mobile Informer on the iOS 

and Android devices let you easily modify your mobile applica-

tions as business needs arise. That means that whatever work 

processes you can do in Maximo you can take down to your 

mobile device – simply.  

Mobile Informer gives you the freedom to create client defined 

applications that match the needs of your business in the field, 

in both connected and disconnected mode, on the platform 

of your choice, managed seamlessly.  By providing a mobile 

application that mirrors workers known processes in the field—

Mobile Informer is truly successful mobility for Maximo!

 

About Interloc Solutions
Interloc Solutions is a recognized leader in providing innovative Maximo consult-

ing services and industry and product solutions.  With years of proven consulting 

services experience in key industries, we will work to provide fast and continual 

ROI from your Maximo software investment. 

Our team of highly experienced technology and business professionals excels 

at providing comprehensive, reliable solutions to address enterprise asset and 

service management needs. 100% dedicated to providing Maximo solutions and 

services for over a decade, Interloc’s consulting services team is experienced in 

implementing, upgrading, and integrating Maximo and related products. 

100% Maximo focused, IBM AAA technical accreditation, Ready for Tivoli validat-

ed products, 2013 Beacon award finalist for Best Solution to Optimize the World’s 

Infrastructure, and winner of two IBM Pulse awards for 2012 Best of Show and 

Smarter Planet for Asset Management for project excellence — Interloc Solutions 

is in a unique position to be your Maximo consulting services trusted partner.

Learn more

Contact Interloc Solutions today to learn more about the Interloc Mobile Informer 

and to get a demo. Put your smart device to work with Interloc Mobile Informer for 

Maximo.  

Ed Larson, Facilities/Maintenance Specialist 
ATK AeroSpace 

Interloc brings innovation to mobilizing Maximo 

Mobile Informer is a mobility platform that provides:
•	Seamless connected/disconnected operation

•	Continuous, near real time updates

•	Client-defined, industry-specific applications, requiring little to no user training

•	GPS/GIS integration of Maximo assets & locations, even disconnected

•	The ability to quickly track assets via barcode/RFID scanners 

•	Management within Maximo; no middleware required

•	Quick adoption with continual ROI

•	Smart device options, such as iOS and Android

Architected exclusively for Maximo, built entirely within Maximo, and  
delivered by a company 100% committed to Maximo. 

interlocsolutions.com


